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welcome...

Winter is well under way with shorter days
and longer nights. The coldness might be in
the air but for our cricket players it continues
to be hot and sweaty as they continue to
work so hard over this time. Winter coaching
for any cricketer is a crucial time in their
development and we applaud all those
players that continue to practice every week
on their game. Many coaches say practice
makes perfect but at DJ Coaching we say,
PRACTICE MAKES PERMANENT. Every player
needs to practice the ‘right way’ because
how and what you practice becomes the blue
print of your game. Always have coaches in
your life that you trust and have your best
interests at heart and we can proudly say
that every coach within the DJ Coaching
structure are coaches that you can trust
and do indeed have your best interests at
heart. DJ Coaching proudly continues to be
the leader in cricket coaching throughout
Gauteng and the country and appreciates
your continued support always.

The Cricket South Africa Awards took place in May and was a wonderful celebration of South
African cricket over the past season. Well done to Quinton de Kock on winning the prestigious
Player of the Year award.

We wish all the players participating in the upcoming

IPT Cricket tournament in Pietermaritzburg the very best of luck.
Enjoy every moment and have fun
while creating special memories with your team.

“
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S Show
the world you can do it!
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Terry Francona
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4 Areas Where the Best MLB Teams

Coaching Get it Right
CELL: 082 783 4772

The vagaries of professional baseball and the MLB season pose unique challenges to players and
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teams alike. From February
through October, teams
will play 162 regular season games across North
America, with players and staff spending up to 12 hours in each other’s company.
Few are more familiar with these trying circumstances than two-time World Series winning Manager
Terry Francona, who has been with the Cleveland Indians since 2013. “We tell our players in spring
training and during the year; our season is going to be defined by how we handle frustration,” he tells
the Leaders Performance Institute. “There’s so much frustration in baseball and you get beaten up
every day; and how you handle that and how quickly you handle that and turn it around defines your
season.” Francona, who was named 2016 AL Manager of the Year after taking Cleveland into the World
Series, laid out four areas where the best teams are getting things right.
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10 bowling tips

1. In elite cricket, bowlers know what they
want to make happen during practice and
during matches.
Just play the right way
Stressing the importance of routines
2. Set goals for each practice and match, they
Francona emphasises that very little separates Players in baseball are subject to swings in
need to be challenging and achievable.
poorer teams and better teams; or one game momentum, crises of confidence and bad days at
3. 
Break your cricket strategy and goals
from another, even if a road match at the the office. Francona simply asks that they accept
down into achievable, small steps.An over
Yankees Stadium against that famous pinstripe that and get on with it. “If you can’t hit a pitcher in
is six balls, plan your over, how you want
holds more appeal than most. The routine any given game then you’re in trouble that day,”
to build pressure and when you are going
remains the same regardless. “The routines he admits. “But if you play the game the right way
to look to take a wicket during the spell.
are important because every day you get up and don’t try to force it then over the course of the
Your spell maybe 6 balls in T20 Cricket, 5
and some days you feel better than others; and season you’ll win more than you lose. There may
overs in a one day game and it could be
those days when you don’t feel good, well that’s be a day when a pitcher has you in handcuffs, but
4-8overs for a seamer or 15 to 20 overs for
going to carry over into the game,” he observes. it doesn’t happen over and over.”
a spinner in a declaration game.Plan your
“The really good players are flawless in their
spell, know that you want to build pressure
routines; regardless of how they feel they’re
in each over and in your spell. Pressure
consistent and it shows in their game.”
brings wickets. Be patient, take a leaf from
the great Glenn McGrath’s book, sit on the
Turning negatives into positives
batter with patience.
Across the course of a season there will be plenty
4. Know your role …Discuss what your role
of negatives
and itSPORTS
is incumbent
upon
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and responsibilities are with your Captain
to frame those in a positive light. “It’s our job as
and Coach. Be clear about it, if you aren’t
Managers to use anything and everything to our
comfortable with it, accept it as a job you
advantage,” he says. “Whether it’s criticism in
need to do for your team. There will always
the media or a player with an injured back; he
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and an opportunity for
may
be out for two weeks
either feel
a change of role, more to your liking in
sorry for himself or he can work on another area
another game.
in the meantime and come back even better. It’s
5. 
Elite bowlers get their head and body
my job to turn a negative into a positive.”
slightly forward in their run up … your
Staying in the present
body angle wants to be leaning toward
When Francona’s Boston Red Sox came from 3-0
your target. Keep your head still when you
down to claim the 2004 World Series, he credited
run in, allow your brain to get a good, still
his team’s ability to stay in the now as the basis
picture of the batter and your target length.
for their historic comeback. It’s a tenet he still
Dale Steyn is wonderful at this, strong and
believes in. “We stay in the present,” he declares.
stable in his run up and through his action.
“If you look back you’ll almost start to get a
6. Bowl each ball with full intent. Each ball
hangover and if you look forward you run the
is an event, it is an opportunity to build
risk of missing the now; and it’s the now that’s
pressure and to potentially take a wicket.
most important. So whoever we’re playing, I
7. Manage your energy during your over and
don’t care who it is, they’re the most important
during your spell. Relax and breathe into
thing at that moment.”
your belly between balls, quiet your mind
and then set a goal for each ball, be clear
A great sms we recently received: “Loving the passion of your coaches at this practice today.
about the delivery you are going to bowl at
Well done DJ Coaching for what you have achieved. I am convinced that this sort of practice/
the top of your mark,
cricket takes these players to another level.” - Adam Bacher
8. Learn to control your stock ball. You’re not
a bowler unless you can land your stock
ball consistently, practice it. Variation is a
variation around your stock ball, it isn’t 6
different balls an over.
9. Keep your bowling hand close to your body
as you run in and cock your wrist back a
How to conquer fear and manage nerves
little, Brett Lee as a fast bowler and Shane
We can learn so much from feeling fearful and nervous. Both are very different states and it is
Warne as a spinner are great examples of
important to distinguish between the two. Fear is more mental that arises from anticipating disastrous
this. It keeps the energy of the delivery
consequences,
long before we even arrive at the result. A common sign is the feeling of helplessness.
loaded close to your body and the wrist
Nervousness is more of a physical state that is felt with physical symptoms like increased heart rate,
action gives added whip to the delivery.
sweating, and physical tension.
10. T ap into your subconscious mind. Model
All champions feel nervous, before and during competition. They know how to use their nerves positively
excellence, ‘pretend’ to be your favourite
to enhance their performance. Fear can hamper performance and nerves can elevate it.
bowler, copy their action and their strategy.
EMBRACE YOUR NERVES, but CONQUER YOUR FEAR by using the following:
Visualize and Imagine achieving your goals,
4
STEP TOOL TO CHAMPION SUCCESS (handling fear & managing nerves)
see and feel yourself perform as you desire,
1.
Know that every champion feels afraid at some point.
your brain doesn’t know this is different to
2. Forget about how others might see you.
real practice and it is just as powerful.
3. Act like you are in command and notice how
you start to feel in command.
4. Choose to focus on what you are doing well.
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4 step rule
to champion success

watch these links:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gjHTNSWG3Tw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k78_RmwmH0M

Enjoy the videos

Keep repeating point 1 to 4 until your FEAR
reduces. Remember to be your own treasure
chest of past successes.
by Toni Gaddie

Clinical & Sports Psychologist
(toni@gaddie.net)

win a pair of
Cutty shoes!
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WE MAKE THE DIFFERENCE!!
Our fully trained team offers the following:

*Toni Gaddie co-founded The Champion Academy with her sister Rikki Gaddie Dworcan in 2012.
*The Champion Academy offers private and group sessions as well as corporate training.

Monthly Contract Cleaning of Commercial, Corporate, RetailCELL:
and 082 783 4772
Industrial Services

JONO@DJCOACHING.CO.ZA

Monthly Contract / OnceOnce-Off Residential and Domestic Cleaning
Carpet Care

011 706 7433

Hard Floor Care

Hygiene Services

Exceptional Rates for the whole of Gauteng
Contact Rui, at Sky Mark Cleaning, for a free, no obligation quote on
(011) 907 1501/2 or 072 202 4308

www.skymarkcleaning.co.za
rui@smcservices.co.za

DJ Coaching recommends EyeGym for any cricket
player or sportsman. It works on your visual speed
and enhancesperformance. If you are interested
please visit www.eyegym.co.za or feel free to
contact the EyeGym Team, Dr Sherylle Calder &
Christi Botha on info@drsheryllecalder.com

vitality schools
programme

Never give up

All you have to do is answer 2 questions:
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for the DJ Coaching
Newsletter Competition?
2. Does DJ Coaching say
practice make perfect or
practice makes permanent?

The first correct email sent to
info@djcoaching.co.za will win the prize.

to

Ariel
Somekh

for winning the Cutty
sneakers from last
editions competition.

– developing resilience

Our Vision:
The real secret to success is not getting than done. It’s natural for parents to have a
To
be
the
best at what we do
frustrated when things seem tough. These ideas strong feeling to be very protective over their
should inspire you to try and try again.
children, but when parents are overprotective,
Our Mission:
It is crucial to encourage a child’s exposure to children are robbed of opportunities to develop
To
exceed
customer
expectations through
difficulties, setbacks, and perceived unfairness resilience.
being
creative,
inspirational,
passionate,
common in sport. When
a child is CRICKET
exposed toCOACHING,
Sport is SPORTS
the perfect
context to
intentionally
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success.
the above, you provide them with the required promote the moderate, short-term stressful
opportunities for development, growth and experiences that will allow children to function
resilience building. This moderate stress is a better in the future even though they may feel
requirement for appropriate brain development worse during the actual experience.
just like exercise is for physical development, and
FACEBOOK.COM/DJCOACHINGCRIC
082development.
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immune
Responding
to a child’s stress effectively
So, while exposing a child to sport stress is

How Does the Brain Respond to important, just as important is how you, the
Moderate Stress?
parent or coach, responds to their stressful
In small doses, such as during difficult sport
situations, neurons, which are the brain’s basic
building blocks, break down and then rebuild
more strongly making the brain more resilient
to face future demands. Neuroscientists call this
phenomenon “stress inoculation”. Assuming it’s
not too severe or prolonged, the brain becomes
stronger as a result of the stress, resulting
in growth. Therefore encouraging a child’s
exposure to sport stresses helps them to build
their brain’s ability to overcome adversity and
develop resilience.
Secondly, encourage children to take risks.

The problem with over protection

Exposing children to stress is often easier said

experience. In response to perceived unfairness
or difficulties common in sport, it is vital to
encourage their perception of having personal
control over outcomes. This means encouraging
a child to focus on controllable factors internal
to themselves such as hard work and discipline
in overcoming difficulties rather than focusing on
external factors such as selection or luck.
The fear of falling short prevents many of us
from giving our all in the first place. It is therefore
important to understand that setbacks are an
essential part of the learning process. Often the
most important thing is to keep plugging away,
and if you do that you will get there eventually.
A very powerful mantra to try remember is: “The
only failure is not trying.”

If you are interested in having cricket nets/pitch installed at your house or venue
and need any assistance please contact Jono Leaf-Wright on 082 783 4772
for some free help. Jono will assist you with getting quotes from relevant suppliers
QUOTEand will give
you advice on the project as an added benefit of being a part of the DJ Coaching Family.
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All venue enquiries contact: Jono Leaf-Wright: jono@djcoaching.co.za
CELL: 082 783 4772
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Final thought
We wish you all an awesome few months
ahead until the next official newsletter
edition for July/August which will be sent
out late in August. Remember over the
months ahead to keep working hard and
enjoying every moment of practicing
because practice makes permanent.
Cricket is an amazing sport which
teaches us so many life lessons such as
team work, discipline, hard work, how
to enjoy success but also how to deal
with failure, respect for ourselves and
the opposition and so so sooooooooooo
much more! Our challenge to you over
the next few months is to keep learning
those life lessons while improving
your cricket skills at the same time.
Have fun and work hard while always
remembering that DJ COACHING is super
proud of you always!!
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COACHING VENUES:
Dainfern College • Sandton Indoor Action Arena • Montrose Primary School • Bryanston Primary • Rivonia Primary • KD Linksfield • KD Sandton • KD Victory Park • Rivonia Sports Centre

www.sandtonactionsports.co.za

